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Context

Electrification of passenger car and light commercial vehicles is accelerating due 
to CO2 and urban air quality concerns

Battery costs and performance have improved dramatically over the last 5 years, 
meaning that EVs, PHEVs and MHEVs are becoming viable as increasingly 
mainstream products (recognising range, cost and infrastructure constraints)

This creates a supply chain opportunity for batteries, motors, power electronics 
and ancillary devices – and for their recycling / re-use

The battery is by far the highest value part, and is the defining component of an 
EV/PHEV

International competition to secure this supply chain is strong, and the UK has 
capability which can grow to play a leading role:

Sunderland is currently the EU’s only operational automotive battery factory

Profitable car industry with vehicle assembly in UK and plans to build more EV and 
PHEVs

A quarter of Europe’s low emission vehicles are currently manufactured in the UK

UK academic base and scientific infrastructure is world class (invented Li-Co battery)

Supply chain companies exist which could support industry growth, including SMEs

Strong relationships between companies and with government
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Batteries are a major commercial opportunity for UK

Conventional Vehicle

One third of conventional vehicle cost is powertrain

UK manufactures 1.7M cars per year, EU makes 18M per year

Assuming constant volumes and average battery pack cost of £6000 car, and 50% EV/PHEV share by 2035 

This represents a UK supply chain opportunity of >£5bn/year by 2035

EU supply chain opportunity of over £50bn/yr at 2035

Rate of EV/PHEV market growth determined by customer uptake

Uptake will be determined by vehicle cost, range, charging infrastructure and fiscal regime

Electric Vehicle

 Motor and power electronics cost around 
60% of conventional powertrain

 Battery costs around 3-5x current 
powertrain

 Rest of vehicle costs similar as before –
increased costs for HVAC, brakes and 
suspension systems

 Battery is >50% of overall vehicle value

£
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Significant improvements are necessary and possible in 20 year horizon

Cost

Now $130/kWh (cell)
$280/kWh (pack)

2035 $50/kWh (cell)
$100/kWh (pack)

Energy Density

Now 700Wh/l, 
250Wh/kg (cell)

2035 1400Wh/l, 500Wh/kg 
(cell)

Power Density

Now 3 kW/kg (pack)

2035 12 kW/kg (pack)

Safety

2035 eliminate thermal 
runaway at pack level to 
reduce pack complexity

1st Life

Now 8 years (pack)

2035 15 years (pack)

Temperature

Now -20° to +60°C (cell)

2035 -40° to +80°C (cell)

Predictability

2035 full predictive models 
for performance and aging 

of battery

Recyclability

Now 10-50% (pack)

2035 95% (pack)



Industry structure for automotive batteries

Raw Materials
Materials and 

Electrochemistry

Electrode,  
electrolyte, 

separator,  etc.
Cell Manufacture

Module, 
Pack and BMS

Vehicle Application 
2nd life / 

Recycling

High Vol OEM

Tier 1 Low Vol OEM

Materials supplier (e.g. JM)

Cell Supplier (e.g. Panasonic)

Recycler

2nd User ?

Industrial Chemists (e.g. 3M)

Mining/refining



Possible UK Industry Engagement for Automotive Batteries

Raw Materials
Materials and 

Electrochemistry

Electrode,  
electrolyte, 

separator,  etc.
Cell Manufacture

Module, 
Pack and BMS

Vehicle Application 
2nd life / 

Recycling

UK does not have 
mineral resources to 
support mining and 
refinement of raw 
materials.

No import challenges.

Abundance of raw 
materials is not a major 
concern. 

Infrastructure to mine 
and refine may not 
grow fast enough.

Contribution of recycled 
materials in the future

UK academia and spin-out 
companies develop 
materials for future.

Industrial chemicals 
companies (e.g. JM, BASF, 
3M) could produce powder 
materials in the UK from 
imported raw materials.

Latent capability identified 
in adjacent sectors, e.g. 
paints, water treatment.

Alternatively, could be 
imported without difficulty.

Large companies (e.g. JM, 
Nissan) could produce 
coated electrodes, 
electrolytes and 
separators in the UK

JV’s between OEMs and 
existing overseas 
manufacturers possible

Manufacturing process 
equipment can be 
developed in the UK.

Comprises 50% of cell cost 
and significant IP value. 
Best co-developed with 
cells

Alternatively, could be 
imported but have shelf 
life and transport issues.

Large scale cell assembly 
companies located in 
the UK.
Fastest achieved 
through foreign direct 
investment/capability ?

Will be driven by UK 
demand, and common 
cell formats would ease 
business case

Possible route through 
collaborations between 
UK OEMs?

UK manufactured cells 
could be export to EU.

Cells could be imported 
from Asia but with long 
lead time and transport 
issues, and maybe not 
latest technology

Passenger car OEMs in 
UK could manufacture 
modules and packs line-
side to support vehicles 
assembled in the UK.

UK based Tier 1 supply 
chain required to 
support lower volume 
applications (CV, OHV, 
taxi, etc.)

Alternatively modules 
and/or packs can be 
imported but with 
significant logistics and 
cost impact.

Would increase 
likelihood of cell 
assembly in UK.

High volume: vehicle and 
pack assembly highly 
likely to be co-located.  

Keep batteries, keep 
vehicle assembly. Lose 
batteries, possibly lose 
vehicle assembly. Cell 
assembly investment 
likely to pivot on module 
and pack assembly 
locations.

Manufacturing scale up 
represents a technical 
and commercial risk.

End of life battery 
disposal recognised as 
significant economic and 
environmental concern.

2nd Life applications 
demonstrated technically 
but commercial models 
uncertain.

Technologies lacking for 
large scale recycling and 
materials recovery.

Scarce and valuable 
materials in particular 
require attention (rare 
earths, cobalt, etc.)
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• Low volume module and pack manufacture can be delivered with modest 
investment <£10M

• High volume cell, module and pack manufacturing plants cost £X00M to £XBn

• Requires land, power, infrastructure, planning approval and local skills 
(manufacturing)

• Regional, high value investments via RGFs, LEPs, etc.

• Once investment made, easier to increase capacity than build new plant (locks in 
benefit)

• Strong incentives present in many countries have influenced large scale 
investment decisions. Cost of capital is critical

• Tesla/Panasonic “Gigafactory” claims 50GWh/year, $3.5bn, 500,000 cars/yr, 6,500 jobs

• Nissan Sunderland 2GWh/year, £250M, 60,000 cars/yr capacity, 350 jobs 

• LG Chem to manufacture in Wroclaw, Poland, £300M, 100,000 cars

• Samsung to manufacture in Goed, Hungary, 2.5GWh/yr £300M, 50,000 vehicles

• A123 to build factory in Ostrava, Czech Republic for 12V and 48V Li-Ion systems

Significant investment required to build high volume battery factories
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• Rapid growth of industry leaves skills shortage at all levels

• Focus on skills and resources as well as technologies and facilities

• Undergraduate and postgraduate courses and intake needs to grow 

• Supported by STEM acceleration in primary and secondary education

• PhD/EngDs needed from academia for research and development

• Mechanisms exist but volume needs to increase

• More design engineers required to support product development

• Innovate UK projects assist this. Aligned EngDs would increase impact

• Manufacturing engineers required with experience in relevant processes

• APC projects can help develop manufacturing design skills

• Pilot plant investments could be aligned to apprenticeship training to increase 
manufacturing skills

• Aftersales skills (servicing, repair and recovery) required to support growing fleet

• Apprenticeships for new staff and re-skilling of existing staff

Skills
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Opportunities beyond Automotive

• Many longer term electrochemistry developments (e.g. Li-Air) 
may have higher potential in grid storage applications than 
automotive

• Energy industry currently lags automotive with regard to 
mobilising industrial actors, but opportunities around:

• Domestic storage

• Commercial storage

• Community and microgrid

• Balancing services

• Same / similar academic actors will be relevant but 
additional industrial actors required (including digital)

• Similar situation exists for rail, marine and aerospace
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Faraday Challenge announced 21 April 2017
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• The first 3 areas set to receive investment 
through the fund – healthcare and 
medicine, clean and flexible energy, and 
robotics and artificial intelligence – were 
announced at the 2017 Spring Budget. The 
Business Secretary has today confirmed the 
total investment in each field (subject to 
business case approval):

• Clean and flexible energy or the ‘Faraday 
Challenge’: an investment of £246 million 
over 4 years to help UK businesses seize 
the opportunities presented by the 
transition to a low carbon economy, to 
ensure the UK leads the world in the 
design, development and manufacture of 
batteries for the electrification of vehicles

• Through the ISCF, government will bring 
together the UK’s world leading research 
with the ambitions of business to meet 
these challenges head-on. The funding 
allocations announced today are designed 
to help deliver a step-change in the UK’s 
ability to turn strengths in research into 
commercialised products.

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/business-secretary-announces-industrial-strategy-challenge-fund-investments
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